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1.0 EDUCATION & OUTREACH
The HIAPER Pole-to-Pole Observations (HIPPO) Public Information Program was initiated and funded by the National
Science Foundation in collaboration with NCAR’s Earth Observing Laboratory (EOL) to develop and implement
strategies for education and outreach activities that would enhance the visibility of the HIPPO campaign. One of the
primary objectives of the program was to reach out to students of all ages and backgrounds by using a variety of venues
to follow researchers in real-time as they pursued their scientific ambitions and gained new insights into relevant science
questions related to climate change. The ultimate goal was to get students interested and excited about the field of
atmospheric sciences.
The global nature and multi-year approach of HIPPO operations lend themselves perfectly to a Public Information
Program, allowing students and the general public to gain a unique insight into observational research. By following
HIPPO in real-time from pole to pole, the audience became part of the experience and was privy to the latest findings
related to the distribution of global greenhouse gases as data were collected.
Several methods of sharing information with targeted audiences were implemented during HIPPO. These including
social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter; a range of videos from simple motion graphics to detailed
narratives; printed and online written materials; public and student outreach events; collected data provided for
classroom activities; teacher workshops to develop climate science curriculum; and mass-media involvement. All these
activities were made possible by the interest and enthusiasm of the HIPPO team, and their willingness to participate and
contribute to all outreach efforts.

2.0 WEB-BASED & WEB 2.0 Platforms
Web 2.0 is the term used to describe the second generation of the internet that is focused on the ability of users to
collaborate and share information using online media platforms. As a result, users are able to interact and engage with
each other in a social media dialogue rather than a passive, one-way stream of information from the content provider to
the viewer.
All web-based material was designed to benefit one another. Each online
location could survive on its own; however having input from the other
sources made each individual location stronger. For example, the website
clearly promoted links (Figure 1) to other types of social media outlets, and the
Facebook page included many links promoting the different pages and
updates on the website. Each platform served a purpose and certain content
was better positioned on a particular platform. For example, an article that
referenced HIPPO would be an appropriate post for the Facebook page,
whereas a new HIPPO video would be well positioned on YouTube and then
shared on the other platforms. In many cases, links within these articles and

Figure 1 :: Social media links on the HIPPO
website

video descriptions would ultimately drive traffic back to the website.
2.01. WEBSITE
http://hippo.ucar.edu
The HIPPO website was developed as a public resource and served as a repository of general and scientific
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information about the goals of the HIPPO field campaign. The aim was to educate the public about the project,
introduce them to the individual scientists, and share aspects of the challenges related to implementing such an
effort. The website included project updates in near real-time while research was being conducted. The site was
developed in record time and with very little lead-time; a working version of the site was launched on October
12, 2009, just before the first flight for HIPPO II.
The traffic to the HIPPO website was monitored closely using Google Analytics (GA) (Figure 2). This tool
proved to be helpful in providing analytical data of visitors and page views by the world wide web community.
The data collected with GA was used to help EOL understand the site metrics such as overall popularity of the
site, which pages or sections were most popular, traffic sources, visit durations, and the breakdown of new
versus returning viewers. Data showed spikes in the number of visitors and page views during certain events,
which is evident by the site traffic during each HIPPO deployment (Figure 2).
Monitoring site traffic is important because it allows for various events to be noted and reproduced to increase
site traffic and interest levels in future, similar outreach efforts.
There were several key traffic spikes during each of the HIPPO campaigns, except HIPPO I becasue the website
was not functional yet, which were a direct result of publications that contained the site URL. For example, the
two largest spikes in site traffic occurred at the end of the final campaign on Thursday, September 8, 2011 with
175 visitors and Wednesday, September 21, 2011 with 165 visitors.

Figure 2 :: Google Analytics HIPPO site traffic from October 12, 2009 - June 25, 2012
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A news release Detailed Global Portrait of Greenhouse Gases Emerges from Pole-to-Pole Flights from UCAR
Communications was released on September 7, 2011 and contained the site URL, which drove 50 visitors to the
site. The article was also picked up by a climate blogger, which drove an additional 23 visitors to the HIPPO site
on that same day.
The second spike during HIPPO V represents 165 visitors, 92.12% of which were new visitors, and was largely
due to an article in a Polish online newspaper. The Gazeta, published an article called The black soot - dangerous
climate warmer resulting in 118 visitors to the HIPPO site, while other visitors that day came from a variety of
other locations. The author of the piece participated in the UCAR Journalism Fellowship program, which will be
discussed further in this report in Section 6.01.
Metrics of the HIPPO website (Figure 3) can be compared to those of the Earth Observing Laboratory’s (Figure 4)
during the same time period, and with all things not being equal, this juxtaposition provides interesting insight
to an established website compared to a two-and-a-half year old website on a very specific topic. The overall
HIPPO site visits totaled 16.3% of the EOL site visits, which is excellent when compared to a well-established,
mature, and frequently visited site during that same time frame.
HIPPO Google Analytics Visitor Overview from October 12, 2009 to June 25, 2012 (Figure 3)

•
•
•
•
•

21,868 visits to the site
14,882 unique visitors, and 7,007 visited the site again
55,488 pages were viewed since the website went live
An average of 2.54 pages were viewed by each visitor
Top 5 pages, excluding the home page:
1. About HIPPO :: 13,257 page views
2. HIPPO Scientists :: 4,636 page views
3. Instruments | Atmospheric Temperature, Pressure & Wind Speed :: 1,679 page views
4. Instruments | Atmospheric Chemistry :: 1,578 page views
5. HIPPO Video Gallery | 1,571 page views

Figure 3 :: HIPPO website Google Analytics Visitors overview from October 12, 2009 through June 25, 2012
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Figure 4 :: EOL website Google Analytics Visitors Overview metrics from October 12, 2009 to June 25, 2012. The spike in site traffic
in late 2010 was due to the site being crawled by a site indexer

OTHER NOTABLE HIPPO WEBSITE PAGES:! !
HIPPO in the News
http://hippo.ucar.edu/hippo-in-the-news
The media coverage that the HIPPO campaign generated was fantastic and can be seen collectively on the HIPPO in
the News (Figure 5) page of the website. A total of 289 articles were published either about HIPPO or with references to
the project, according to a report generated by UCAR Communications (Appendix A). The outreach events that took
place during the deployment provided opportunities for the media to visit the NSF/NCAR Gulfstream V aircraft
(GV) and to learn about the project directly from the scientists. Media coverage was an integral part of the outreach
efforts in the various locations because of its ability to reach a large number of people with diverse backgrounds,
interests and education levels. However, it is difficult to quantify just how many people were reached by the media
coverage as a result of the outreach events. Articles were written around the world from Colorado to Alaska, the
Cook Islands to New Zealand; in newspapers, radio, blogs, science websites and news channels, including CBS and
NBC. In addition to being posted on the website, many of the media pieces were posted on the Facebook and Twitter
pages, which helped generate interest and excitement in the project.
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Figure 5 :: HIPPO in the News webpage

Follow the NSF/NCAR GV in Real Time
http://hippo.ucar.edu/field-notes/follow-the-gv-in-real-time
The Follow the NSF/NCAR GV in Real Time page (Figure 6) was among the top viewed pages, and is notable because it
provided access to a very unique tool that enabled viewers to follow the live track of the GV on Google Earth. When
the KML file is downloaded, viewers and navigate, scroll and zoom into the flight track to see information such as
time and altitude, all in real time. Refreshing the page would automatically update the location - altitude, latitude,
and longitude - of the GV. This page demonstrates the value of technological products that are developed for
research purposes but can also be used for public engagement.

Figure 6 :: Follow the NSF/NCAR GV in Real Time page demonstrates the usefulness of tools developed for research that can benefit the
public outreach program
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Visitors to the website have the opportunity to download all of the HIPPO
flight track KML files and view them on Google Earth or another
mapping program (Figure 7), not just view the tracks live. Each HIPPO
mission is separated into a folder, so when the files are viewed in
Google Earth a viewer can choose to select one or several missions, or
individual flight tracks.

Figure 7 :: Visualization of all flight tacks from
HIPPO 1-5 in Google Earth
Download link :: http://hippo.ucar.edu/HIPPO
%201-5%20NetLink.kmz

HIPPO PUBLICATIONS:!

!

http://www.eol.ucar.edu/projects/hippo/publications/publication_refs.html
The HIPPO Publications page (Figure 8) served as an important piece in the outreach and discovery aspect of the
project. Viewers and interested parties have been following along for the duration of the field project and getting an
inside view of a field project and how data is collected. Providing some of the initial publications and findings of the
study helps to complete the process of the scientific method for many viewers, in that they see some results and have
a better understanding of why the study was conducted. While this page is relatively new in the scope of the project,
there have already been five publications uploaded to this page, which can be accessed from the HIPPO data site.

Figure 8 :: HIPPO Publications page allows authors to submit HIPPO-related publications that are available to users in one central location
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2.02

FACEBOOK
http://www.facebook.com/hipponcar
As NSF and NCAR continually look for ways to engage and connect with up-and-coming young scientists,
the education and outreach methods need to keep pace too, and Facebook has proven to be a tool for such
efforts. Facebook is a widely known social media network that is quite popular not only among college
students, but people of all ages. The Facebook page (Figure 9) was HIPPO’s main social networking platform,
and as of June 25, 2012 had 611 Likes. Facebook provided a portal to post brief updates about the HIPPO
project, images, video and links to the website as well as other sites with content about the project, for
viewers of the page to view and interact with. Viewers have electively chosen to Like the page, and receive
updates on their main Facebook page each time a new post is entered on the HIPPO page.
For caparison, the EOL Facebook has 669 Likes as of the same date. The HIPPO Facebook page consistently
had more Likes than the EOL Facebook page and it was not until mid-March 2012 that the EOL page overtook
the HIPPO page in popularity. This metric is impressive because EOL’s Facebook page covers every other
field project and several topics that the Earth Observing Laboratory is involved with, whereas the HIPPO
Facebook page was specific to one field project.

Figure 9 :: HIPPO Facebook page profile header.

Facebook is not limited to younger generations, its audience is comprised of a wide range of ages of both
genders (Figure 10) and reaches people on a global level. Thirty percent of HIPPO’s Facebook Fans are
between the ages of 35-44, down from 38% during HIPPO II. A goal over the course of the project was to
increase the number of Fans in the 18-24 and 25-34 age brackets. Comparing metrics from a 60-day time
frame shortly after HIPPO II, only the 18-24 year-old bracket increased from 7.1% to 9.7%. The 24-34 year-old
bracket decreased from 21.6% to 19.1%. While one of the goals for the HIPPO outreach program was to
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engage early career scientists, the results are not disappointing as the combined 18-34 year-old Fans comprise
28.8%. It also shows that continued efforts are needed to engage early career scientists into atmospheric
science and field research.

Figure 10 :: Facebook age and gender metrics from the HIPPO Facebook page on June 25, 2012

The Facebook page, HIPPO website and Twitter are all directly related. Ideally when new content is created
for and posted on the website, the link to that page is then posted on the Facebook page which reaches all the
Facebook fans and can be viewed by their friends as well, which is where the viral aspect of Facebook comes
in. The Facebook page can serve as an educational and outreach piece by itself, but it can also help to drive
traffic to the website to the site to learn more about the HIPPO project. The Facebook can serve many levels
of interest in the HIPPO project from someone who simply reads the updates to someone who clicks through
to the site on every post to learn more. Facebook posts are also sent to Twitter, which is how the Twitter feeds
are generated. Feeds can also be posted manually on Twitter; it is just set up that way for optimal feed
postings.
The Facebook page reached out to a large number of people and as the self-propelled viral aspect of
Facebook took hold along with continual posts and outreach efforts, the number of Likes increased.
However, as posts became less frequent due to the conclusion of the field research, the rate of increased page
Likes will decrease dramatically. A goal set during the initial stages of the HIPPO Public Information
Program was to have 600 Likes, which was met and exceeded.
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2.03 TWITTER
http://twitter.com/NCAR_HIPPO
The Twitter page served as a social media platform for the HIPPO project. The Twitter page got tweets
(posts) directly from the Facebook page, i.e., the Facebook posts fed the Twitter page and created the Twitter
feed. Tweets could also be generated by logging into the page and manually entering a post, or by retweeting a post from someone else. Twitter is sometimes referred to as micro-blogging because each tweet
can be no longer than 140 characters. As multitasking and taking in numerous small bits of information
become the norm, Twitter feeds are a great way to keep in touch with people, particularly younger
generations.
One of the benefits of Twitter is that followers can receive the Real Simple Syndicate (RSS) feed of the
updates, and the content can come directly to the user in their mail client or mobile device. It is great way to
keep up on topics of choice by having the information come to the user rather than the user having to seek
out the information. Another advantage of HIPPO using Twitter along with Facebook is that Twitter users
are usually a different demographic than Facebook users, so it is most likely reaching yet another group of
people interested in atmospheric science.
As of June 25, 2012, the NCAR_HIPPO Twitter page (Figure 11) had 512 followers, was following 550 others,
and had posted 251 tweets. Some notable accounts that are following HIPPO are AGU, Andrew Revkin,
Discovery News, Scripps Oceanography, The Phoenix Sun, and the Antarctic Centre.

Figure 11 :: NCAR HIPPO Twitter page metrics summary

2.04 YOUTUBE CHANNEL
http://www.youtube.com/HIPPONCAR
Videos are increasingly becoming an important part of website development, as they provide a great way to
get a message across to a large group of people. The inherent audio and visual components of videos tend to
be more engaging on a website and other Web 2.0 platforms, than just text and images. Over the three-year
period of the outreach, 36 videos were developed and posted on the website, via YouTube. Uploading videos
to YouTube makes it very easy to manipulate and ultimately embed them into various places such as the
website. The videos on the website were successful and helped to convey important messages such as how
the atmosphere sampling is done and why the research is being conducted.
A HIPPO YouTube Channel was created and customized once several HIPPO videos had been uploaded.
Again, this is a social media-networking tool that works in the same ways as the others by people
“subscribing” to the Channel and receiving updates when new videos have been posted. From October 12,
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2009 - June 25, 2012 the HIPPO YouTube channel had 41,452 views (Figure 12). Comparatively, the EOL
YouTube Channel saw only 13,317 views during that same time period. Clearly, the videos were enjoyed and
they served as a functional and important piece to the HIPPO outreach program

Figure 12 :: HIPPONCAR YouTube.com channel metrics from October 12, 2009 - June 25, 2012

The most watched video was the HIPPO II - Research Flight 03 with 23,889 views. The video was picked up
by bloggers in Spain and Argentina and posted on their blogs, driving a large number of people to the
HIPPO YouTube Channel. The high traffic volume can be seen in the Performance section of Figure 11 with the
large spike in Views. A video of something as simple as an interestingly narrated image by the HIPPO
Principal Investigator, Steve Wofsy, was the second most frequently viewed video (Figure 13), suggesting that
videos do not need to be complex to be enjoyed.

Figure 13 :: Top 10 Video viewed on the HIPPO YouTube Channel from October 12, 2009 - June 25, 2012.
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2.05 FLIGHT NOTIFICATION EMAILS
Visitors to the website and Facebook were encouraged to sign up for Flight Notification emails (Figure 14)
that were sent out the morning of each research flight and summarized the planned flight. The email
included instructions and a link on how to follow the GV on Google Earth in real time, the day’s planned
flight, and any notable events. Comments from viewers suggested that being able to follow the GV in realtime on Google Earth was one of the best features provided by the outreach efforts.

Figure 14 :: Example of Flight Notification email sent out by NCAR/EOL Outreach
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3.0 Printed Material
Printed material served an important role in the HIPPO outreach efforts because it provided information that people
were able to take away and read at their convenience. Often times this material provided a link to the website where
people could learn more about the project at their own pace. Printed material may also serve as a reminder to follow
up with additional information once internet access is more convenient.
3.01

BROCHURE
A tri-fold brochure (Figures 15; interior & exterior) was created to hand out to the general public as an informative
overview of the HIPPO project. The brochure was provided at each outreach event, and continually at the UCAR
Mesa Lab Visitor Center. The exterior pages provided some scientific background on HIPPO and the project
itinerary, while the interior pages provided a brief overview of the research and the critical need for this project.

Figure 15 :: Interior and exterior of the HIPPO brochure
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3.02

STICKER
A sticker for HIPPO (Figure 16) was designed for public outreach, and was not specific to any particular
campaign, so it could be used for all phases. Stickers are a great token to hand-out at different events, and
prominently display the domain name to help drive traffic to the website, resulting in increased awareness of
the HIPPO project.

Figure 16 :: Graphic of the HIPPO sticker
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3.03

EVENT FLYERS
A flyer was created specifically for each of the outreach events (Figure 17) and sent out to targeted group for
printing and posting. Since most events were not local, these documents were emailed to different points of
contact and groups, inviting them to the event. Each flyer had an overview of the HIPPO project, date and time
of event, and directions to the local hangar. Invitees were asked to RSVP to better track the number of visitors.

HIPPO::HIAPER Pole-to-Pole Observations

Explore HIAPER :: Tuesday, November 3, 2009 :: 2:00pm - 4:00pm
FAA Flight Inspection Field Office :: Anchorage, AK

HIPPO :: HIAPER Pole-to-Pole Observations
The “HIAPER Pole-to-Pole Observations (HIPPO) of Carbon Cycle and Greenhouse Gases Study” will measure cross sections
of atmospheric concentrations approximately pole-to-pole, from the surface to the tropopause, five times during different
seasons over a three year period. A comprehensive suite of atmospheric trace gases pertinent to understanding the Carbon
Cycle will be measured. The program will provide the first comprehensive, global survey of atmospheric trace gases, covering the
full troposphere in all seasons and multiple years. Phase II of the research mission is from October 31 - November 23, 2009.

Come visit HIAPER and learn about atmospheric science and aviation research!
Please join us for a wonderful opportunity to learn more about HIPPO, a cutting-edge research
project in atmospheric science and aviation research. You’ll get to experience HIAPER, a
modified!Gulfstream-V aircraft that was funded by the National Science Foundation, for high
altitude observing and atmospheric sampling. Atmospheric scientists will be explaining how this
important research is related to many of the sciences, including earth science, chemistry,
meteorology, ecology and the study of climate change. Learn more and follow this project at
http://hippo.ucar.edu.

FAA Flight Inspection Field Office :: HIPPO’s Host Hangar
4610 Old International Airport Road
Anchorage, AK 99502
Travel west on West International Airport Road, turn left (south) onto South Aircraft Drive.
Go through the under-pass and take a right (west) onto Old International Airport Road. The
hangar will be on the left (south) side of the road. Please park on the north side of the hangar
and enter via the north-side glass doors. The event will take place inside the hangar. For safety
reasons, please only bring children 6 years old and older, and no more than 3 children per
adult.

Space is limited to 20 people, so please R.S.V.P. to hippoinfo@ucar.edu to reserve your spot!

Tuesday, November 3, 2009 :: 2:00pm-4:00pm
FAA Flight Inspection Field Office :: 4610 Old International Airport Road :: Anchorage, AK
http://hippo.ucar.edu :: Follow HIPPO on Facebook!

Figure 17 :: Example of event flyer, this particular flyer was for the Anchorage, AK outreach event
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4.0 Outreach Events
Throughout the campaign, several successful outreach events were organized. Targeting different groups - general
public, students and professionals - allowed each event to focus on the group’s interest and scientific background,
which ultimately provided a better experience for the participants.
Due to unforeseen circumstances such as volcanic eruptions, tsunamis and earthquakes, certain campaigns did not
host as many outreach events as others. The international aspect of the field campaign including delays to aircraft
maintenance problems, posed additional challenges in trying to arrange well-organize events. Surprisingly and
despite concerted efforts to publicize and invite groups to visit the various hangars, it was difficult to engage local
student groups and have them come visit. Some of this can be contributed to budgeting issues in transporting
students, other factors were simply a matter of poor timing with school vacations, holidays and conferences.
Despite these obstacles, several successful national and international events were held during HIPPO II through IV.
No outreach events were held during HIPPO I because the project did not include a dedicated EO coordinator. The
lack of outreach events during HIPPO V was due to time constraints and this phase being timed so closely with
HIPPO IV where there were several events.
The HIPPO in the News webpage lists the media coverage during the project, most of which was a result of the
outreach efforts. The outreach activities, particularly the open house events, provided opportunities for the media to
cover the project and talk directly with scientists resulting in even more opportunities for the public to learn about
the HIPPO project.
PUBLIC
- Public Open House :: Broomfield, Colorado :: October 21, 2009
- UCAR Super Science Saturday :: Boulder, Colorado :: October 24, 2009
- Public Open House, Rarotonga :: Cook Islands :: November 8, 2009
- Public Open House Christchurch :: New Zealand :: November 11, 2009
STUDENT
- University Student Open House :: Anchorage, Alaska :: November 3, 2009
- University Student Open House :: Broomfield, Colorado :: :: March 11, 2010
- Las Vegas Science & Technology Expo :: Las Vegas, Nevada :: April 9, 2010
- Undergraduate Leadership Workshop :: Broomfield, Colorado :: June 13 & 14, 2011
PROFESSIONAL
- NCAR Journalism Fellowship :: Broomfield, Colorado :: June 7, 2011
- Research Experience for Teachers Institute :: Broomfield, Colorado :: July 12, 2011
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4.01

PUBLIC
HIPPO Open House :: Broomfield, Colorado :: October 21, 2009
EOL invited students and the public to come and learn more about the
HIPPO project. The 60 attendees to EOL’s Research Aviation Facility
(RAF) Open House in Broomfield, Colorado were given a guided tour of
the exterior of the aircraft and an overview of the HIPPO filed study. They
were also given the opportunity to see the interior of the GV (Figure 18)
and to ask questions about aircraft, instruments and the research that was
conducted.
The event was announced through several avenues including a flyer that
was sent out to all schools in the Boulder Valley School District and to
many multicultural communities by NCAR’s Education & Outreach
Multicultural Coordinator. Additionally, it was posted on NCAR’s Daily
Staff Notes, and announced on KGNU radio.

Figure 18 :: Dr. Pavel Romashkin gives
a tour of the GV to young students
prior to HIPPO II

While visitors were getting tours of both the inside and outside of the GV, the Principal Investigators for the
HIPPO project, Drs. Steve Wofsy and Britt Stephens, gave several interviews to the media about the
significance of the HIPPO research study, while Vidal Salazar was interviewed by the Spanish speaking media
(Univision and Telemundo) about the importance of bringing minorities into science. Reporters from CBS
Channel 4 News, Telemundo, Univision, The Daily Camera, a freelance writer for Polar Field Services, as well
as a freelance writer from Broomfield, CO also attended the event and produced media pieces about HIPPO.

UCAR Super Science Saturday :: Boulder, Colorado :: October 24, 2009
EOL hosted a booth at UCAR’s Super Science Saturday (SSS) with
educational material about HIPPO including brochures, a model GV
airplane, a large GV poster, and computer display monitor with several
HIPPO specific videos playing consecutively (Figure 19).
Roughly 3000 people visited the SSS event, mainly children and their
families. EOL also participated by launching a weather balloon.

Figure 19 :: The HIPPO booth at
UCAR’s Super Science Saturday
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HIPPO Open House :: Rarotonga, Cook Islands :: November 8, 2009
There was a lot enthusiasm and interest in the GV arriving in Rarotonga,
Cook Islands. Working with a local Cook Island pilot, an outreach event
was planned for interested people (Figure 20) in the aviation community
and the media. Eighteen people responded, however due to inclement
weather, only eight people showed up for the event.
After interviewing Dr. Pavel Romashkin, a reporter from the Cook Islands
Herald published an article called Testing Our Air that outlined the
research HIPPO was conducting.

Figure 20 :: Several people visited the
GV and HIPPO during the brief stop in
Rarotonga

HIPPO Open House :: Christchurch, New Zealand :: November 11, 2009
The GV and the HIPPO project were enthusiastically welcomed to
Christchurch, New Zealand by the media and by many related
organizations, including the National Institute for Water and Atmospheric
Research (NIWA), the University of Canterbury, NSF local representatives
and the International Antarctic Center (Figure 21).
Almost half of the 40 attendees were students from the University of
Canterbury’s Chemistry and Physics Departments. Additional help from
the NIWA Media Advisor was greatly appreciated and brought in many
people associated with NIWA, as well as local news and radio stations,
Figure 21 :: Dr. Pavel Romashkin talks
with visitors on the tarmac during the
large open house in Christchurch, New
Zealand

and newspapers. The event flyer was also sent out to about a dozen local
secondary schools, however due to the timing of school vacations, many
groups were unable to attend. Visitors from the International Antarctic

Center rounded out the guest list. The GV crew, plus a few EOL staff, who
flew to New Zealand to assist with ground operations, helped to facilitate the event.
The media was particularly excited to cover this event due to the fact that the during the inbound flight to
Christchurch, the GV did a fly-over of NIWA’s Lauder Observatory to compare and calibrate radiosoned data
to airborne measurements. New Zealand's Scoop posted a media statement by NIWA called Is it a bird? a
plane? No, it’s a low flying hippo, that did an excellent job explaining the science behind HIPPO and how it
supported related research by NIWA. Other media coverage included New Zealand's Channel 3 (TV3) which
put together a clip called Scientists in Christchurch to sample our atmosphere, and aired on their nightly news, and
TVNZ played a clip titled US research plane measures gas over Otago. Additionally, the NZ Herald posted an
article US jet tests gas levels in sweep of NZ atmosphere that clearly outlines the atmospheric science research of
HIPPO.
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4.02

STUDENT
University Student Open House :: Anchorage, Alaska :: November 3, 2009
A group of eight students and a professor (Figure 22) from Alaska Pacific
University’s Environmental Studies program, a news crew from the local
NBC station and an independent writer joined the HIPPO outreach event
in Anchorage. The smaller, more intimate setting allowed for everyone to
fully engage in this wonderful learning opportunity and talk one-on-one
with the research scientists, project coordinators and the flight crew.
NCAR/EOL invited students from many school groups and
organizations, however aircraft delays and a date change of the outreach
event made it difficult for all of those who wanted to attend. The
attendees were given the opportunity to get onboard the GV and ask
questions about aviation research, instrumentation and the science EOL is
supporting.

Figure 22 :: Seven students and their
instructor visited the GV & HIPPO at the
hangar in Anchorage, Alaska

The event was announced through several avenues including a flyer that
was sent out to all schools in the Anchorage Public School District, with help from the local GLOBE program
and the Anchorage School District Science Coordinator. With the date and time change of the event,
organizing a school field trip on such short notice proved to be not feasible. Additionally, contact was made
directly with professors from both Alaska Pacific University and University of Alaska at Anchorage. A list of
NCAR Program Partners was used in contacting people to invite them to the outreach event.
The local Anchorage NBC news station, Channel 2 KTTU, covered the event and posted a news story, Plane
Sampling Atmosphere Lands in Anchorage After Arctic Flight, which reported on the research that HIPPO is
conducting. They also had a brief piece on the HIPPO project on their Tuesday, November 3, 2009 6:00
Evening News broadcast.
University Student Open House :: Broomfield, Colorado :: March 11, 2010
Fifteen students from local colleges and universities including the
University of Colorado - Boulder; Metro State College - Denver; and the
University of Denver visited RAF for a tour of the GV and to learn about
HIPPO.
Despite best efforts to advertise and distribute the invitation (Figure 23)
among eight colleges and universities in the Colorado Front Range, we
only had 15 visitors. This indicates that different and additional efforts
are needed to connect with college-aged students and engage them into
the science and engineering in which EOL is involved. However, the eight
Figure 23 :: Example of HIPPO Open
House flyer

that did attend the Open House were very enthusiastic and were our
target audience of undergraduate students majoring in Earth Science.
Some students even drove two hours from Colorado Springs just for this
opportunity.
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Las Vegas Science & Technology Expo :: Las Vegas, Nevada :: April 9, 2010
Several EOL staff attended the Las Vegas Science & Technology Expo,
while highlighting the HIPPO field campaign and the GV (Figure 24).
While at the booth we distributed HIPPO brochures and pens; played
HIPPO and GV specific videos; and talked with the attendees about the
study and how the capabilities of the GV has opened many doors for new
types of atmospheric science research. The expo saw about 5000
elementary junior high and high school students, and even had a visit
from the then NSF Director, Arden Bement.

Figure 24 :: Alison Rockwell talks with
a visitor about the HIPPO field project

UCAR Undergraduate Leadership Workshop :: Broomfield, CO :: June 13 & 14, 2011
UCAR’s Undergraduate Leadership Workshop’s purpose is to inform
students about exciting research and career opportunities in the
atmospheric and related sciences. During the five-day program, the
students were able to have a tour of the GV and hear about the HIPPO
field project. This opportunity allowed the students to gain insight into
the breadth of research topics in atmospheric science (Figure 25).

4.03

Figure 25 :: Dr. Pavel Romashkin gives
an overview of HIPPO to ULW students

PROFESSIONAL

NCAR Journalism Fellowship :: Broomfield, CO :: June 7, 2011
The goal of the NCAR Journalism Fellows is to provide the journalists
with access to exciting new Earth science research findings through
seminars and meetings with scientists, laboratory visits, and a first-hand
look at research tools and facilities.
One such event that the fellows were able to experience was a tour of
RAF, and a comprehensive summary of the project by NOAA scientist,
Dr. David Fahey (Figure 26). HIPPO was mentioned in several articles and
blogs that were published by the journalists resulting from their visit to

Figure 26 :: Dr. David Fahey, HIPPO
scientist, discusses curtain plot data
collected during previous missions, with
the journalists

RAF. This is an example of a strong outcome of collaborating with other
groups within UCAR.
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Research Experience for Teachers Institute :: Broomfield, CO :: July 12, 2011
RETI is a one year-long teacher internship program, which offers 12
practicing and pre-service secondary teachers an opportunity to develop an
advanced level of understanding of global climate change research partner
with climate scientists and other educators to create new curricular
materials for immediate use in the classroom.
EOL’s involvement with RETI was a multi-layered approach in that the
teachers gained a broad understanding of how and why atmospheric
science field projects are conducted, while also learning about the inner
workings of a field project, namely HIPPO. A visit to RAF (Figure 27)
allowed for the teachers to gain a broader perspective of HIPPO by seeing
the GV and instrumentation first-hand which they can then share with

Figure 27 :: The RETI teachers enjoyed
the experiential learning opportunity

their students for more effecitve teaching.

5.0 Classroom Modules
HIPPO lends itself very well to being integrated into classroom actvities due to the amount of readily availble online
materials; the interesting global nature of the project; a topic relavant in many types of classes; and easy-to-compare
seasonal data sets. Several activites were developed to be used in both secondary science classes, as well an entire
university level class based on the existing HIPPO data and availble resources.
5.01 DR. MARK ZONDLO & PRINCETON UNIVERSITY UNDERGRADUATE CURRICULUM
Dr. Mark Zondlo, a Princeton University professor and HIPPO project scientist, prepared a class project for an
undergraduate class that he taught (Fall 2009) entitled "Global Air Pollution". As part of the class project, each
student analyzed a pollutant (broadly defined) from the HIPPO dataset. Students then investigated the vertical
and latitudinal distribution, identify areas of enhanced levels (e.g., pollution in the Arctic). Dr. Zondlo found it
to be “a phenomenal dataset to teach atmospheric chemistry and transport!”
Global Air Pollution course offering description from Princeton Office of the Registrar:
http://registrar.princeton.edu/course-offerings/course_details.xml?courseid=011097&term=1102
The chemical and physical processes involved in the transformation, transport, sources, and sinks of air pollutants on local
to global scales. Topics include photochemical smog, particulate matter, greenhouse gases, and stratospheric ozone depletion.
Students will have the unique opportunity to analyze chemical and physical data acquired in real-time from the NSF
Gulfstream-V research aircraft as it probes the atmosphere from the Earth's surface to the lower stratosphere over a
latitudinal range from the Arctic to the Antarctic. A wide range of environments will be studied, from very clean, remote
portions of the globe to urban megacities.
Class project overview submitted by Professor Zondlo:
Students will select a pollutant or class of pollutants in the atmosphere for a term paper and class presentation that will
synthesize material from the lectures, textbook, scientific literature, and a global field experiment. Students will have access
to real-time data from the aircraft-based, NSF HIPPO Global field experiment (HIAPER Pole-to-Pole Observation of
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Greenhouse Gases and the Carbon Cycle) that will occur in late October through mid-November. HIPPO Global will be the
most comprehensive dataset of greenhouse gases and other pollutants in the atmosphere with profiles from the Arctic to the
Antarctic and from the surface to the lower stratosphere. The field data offer a rare opportunity to see how pollution impacts
remote areas of the globe and how it is chemically transformed in the atmosphere.
Key semester milestones:
• Select pollutant (summary on the molecule)
• one-page outline of paper due
• Analysis of HIPPO field data (summary on observations)
• Draft papers for peer review due (10-15 pages, single-spaced, incl. figures)
• Peer review comments due
• Presentation to class (12 min. with 3 min. questions), final paper due
5.02 RESEARCH EXPERIENCE FOR TEACHERS INSTITUTE (RETI)
RETI's approach to learning and collaboration integrates convenient distant learning courses during the
academic year includes online forum encouraging community building; teacher action research teams to
promote accountability, relevancy, and mentoring; and scientist and educator partnerships and evaluation plan
that supports accuracy of content and assessment of learning impacts.
Several climate science lesson plans were developed by science teachers involved with the RETI program,
sponsored by University of Northern Colorado and NCAR. The HIPPO project was used as one of the base
examples of climate science being conducted as it investigated greenhouse gases. Teachers incorporated the
HIPPO project into their curriculum as a means for students to gain a better understanding of
the scientific process, current research in climate science, and to connect the students with scientists in the field.
Due to the rich online content outreach material and gloable nature of the project, several teachers incorporated
HIPPO material into their climate science curriculum that they developed during their month-long visit to
NCAR, and can be found on the RETI 2011 Projects page. The 2012 RETI Teachers will be provided with the
same learning oportunity so they can integrate the HIPPO data and study into their climate science modules.

5.03 AGU GEOPHYSICAL INFORMATION FOR TEACHERS (GIFT) WORKSHOP
Throughout the course of the RETI program, it became evident that the EOL EO program and field campaigns
lend themselves to a strong classroom integration.
EOL EO produced a classrroom activity utilizing HIPPO curtain plots called “Tools for Teaching Climate Science”,
and it was presented duirng the 2011 AGU GIFT workshop, along with other activites by Becca Hatheway of
UCAR Spark, Vidal Salazar of EOL, and Sarah Bruemmer of the 2011 RETI program.
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The module constists of the Tools for Teaching
Climate Science handout (Figure 28), and CO2
curtain plots from HIPPO I & II. The Web 2.0
resources such as the website, Facbook, videos
on YouTube could all be utilized to engage the
students, and have them follow along with a
field project in real time. The idea was to
engage students with the data by connecting
them with the project and the process of data
collection, which would lead to a more
impactful learning experience.
The full set of teacher resources, presentations,
and a video of the AGU GIFT workshop are
available on the HIPPO Educational Resources
webpage.

6.0 Collaboration

Figure 28 :: A resource for teachers to integrate climate science education
into their classroom by connecting students with field studies

A key to the success of the HIPPO outreach program was the ability to effectively collaborate with groups both
internal and external to UCAR. Establishing relationships within the UCAR/NCAR community and communicating
the goal of this new outreach program took some time and started at the begining of HIPPO II, but was well recieved.
Staff quickly realized the benefits of collaborating with the new EOL outreach coordinator and how this type of
outreach could benefits and make their program stronger.
6.01 NCAR OFFICE OF RESEARCH RELATIONS
NCAR’s mission is fostering transfer of knowledge and technology for betterment of life on Earth. Additionally,
NCAR strives to support, enhance, and extend the research capabilities of both the university community and
the broader scientific community, nationally and internationally. NCAR’s Research Relations Office plays a key
role in supporting these efforts, by facilitating existing partnerships, and helping to identify and build new
relationships.
The HIPPO outreach program collaborated with NCAR’s Office of Research Relations on several occasions from
hosting the Journalism Fellows at RAF in order to learn about HIPPO to presenting a poster at the 2011 AGU
Fall Conference on HIPPO Web 2.0 outreach efforts.
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An example of a positive outcome from this collaboration was an article that was written by a Polish UCAR
Journalism Fellow who wrote an article that drove 165 visitors to the HIPPO website in one day, the second
busiest traffic day to the website. Sharing the HIPPO story with visiting groups has far reaching impacts.

6.02 UCAR COMMUNICATIONS OFFICE
HIPPO had widespread coverage in the media, largely due to support from the UCAR
Communications Office. The Communications staff is dedicated to providing news about NCAR
and UCAR research, education, and community efforts to the broader research community, our
staff, the media, and the public. The initial HIPPO news release, Pole-to-Pole Flights Provide First
Global Picture of Greenhouse Gases, published on January 29, 2009, primed the global media channels for
follow up coverage. Numerous articles, blog posts, public news channel videos, and other public media were
produced during the entire three-year HIPPO campaign. The UCAR Communications Office was a pivotal
driver in reaching out to many of the large-scale media channels.

6.03 UCAR SCIENCE EDUCATION | SPARK
Spark’s overarching goal is to make an impact on public understanding of atmospheric science
concepts and process through alliances and partnerships to a national audience. Collaborating with
and aligning outreach efforts with Spark benefits both programs, making them stronger. HIPPO
outreach efforts were able to work with the Undergraduate Leadership Workshop (ULW) and the
Research Experience for Teacher’s Institute (RETI) .
Twenty students from the ULW program visited RAF, toured the GV and learned about HIPPO. This kind of
experiential education is very valuable and has a high impact on students looking to choose a career path.
Several of the students commented that their visit to RAF to experience the aircarft and instruments that were
used during HIPPO was a highlight of their week-long visit.
The RETI teachers quickly understood how the HIPPO study could be integrated into their long term climate
science curriculum development. They were given an overview of field projects, their benefits to society and
then briefed about one in particular - HIPPO. David Fahey and Anne Perring, NOAA scientists, provided the
group with an excellent summary of HIPPO, while also providing an in-depth look at the importance of the
study of ozone and black carbon during HIPPO. Several of the teachers all felt that ozone, and other greenhouse
gases were an important topic to develop climate science curriculum around. The RETI teachers were also
invited for a tour of RAF, the GV and see the instrumentation first-hand. Experiencing this research aspect of the
scientific method helps to make connections for teachers who in turn can be more effective educators.

6.04 CLIMATESCIENCE.TV
Joshua Wolfe and ClimateScience.tv contacted EOL with the idea of giving the HIPPO crew
cameras to document their time in the field in order for him to make a documentary about the
project. The HIPPO team was supportive of the idea and took many pictures and videos of
their month long journey transecting the Pacific Ocean.
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The final product is an impressive piece that showcases the HIPPO field project very nicely - The Story of a
Flying HIPPO: The HIAPER Pole-to-Pole Observation Project.

6.05 OPEN SOURCE SYSTEMS, SCIENCE, SOLUTIONS AND THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF THE SCIENCES
John Reisman, of the Open Source Systems, Science, Solutions (OSS) and the
National Academy of Sciences, utilized HIPPO forward looking camera video in a
piece that he produced called Climate Change - Lines of Evidence. The video
explains how scientists have arrived at the current state of knowledge about recent climate change and its
causes.
Collaborating on requests to use video taken during a cliamate study of this magnitude benefits both parties.
The video is enhanced and strengthened, and the HIPPO project gains added public exposure.

7.0 Summary
Looking back, the HIPPO Public Information Program became the keystone project for other, follow-on EOL field
campaigns such as PREDICT, DYNAMO and DC3. HIPPO served as a prototype to determine what outreach
methods were the most effective and what activities had the most impact. A variety of methods were utilized in
order to reach different types of learners, age levels, and educational backgrounds.
7.01 LESSONS LEARNED
Several methods to connect, engage and reach the public were implemented, some of which were more effective
than others, at least for this particular project that was global in nature. Planning outreach events in
international locations proved to be challenging, but not impossible and had positive outcomes. Collaborting
with agencies and other interested parties in HIPPO stop-over locations was the key to its success. Planning
outreach events from Boulder, Colorado is limited to online methods such as teleconference calls and emails.
Establishing connections and relationships in these locations was vital to the success of the global outreach
events.
Online materials were also largely a success. The HIPPO website served its purpose, which was reflected by the
number of people who visited the site from its launch to the time of this report. The number of Likes on Facebook
met and exceeded the goal of 600. The number of views of the YouTube channel vastly exceeded goals and
expectations, largely due to one video that was posted on a well known blog in Spain. When compared, almost
all of the HIPPO metrics from online sources surpassed metrics from EOL online resources during the same time
period. The favorable outcome of the HIPPO online resources can be attributed to having a dedicated education
and outreach specialist foucsed on these efforts.
Engaging with university students was not as succesful as hoped. However, Professor Mark Zondlo was able to
successfully offer an entire semester-long class based on HIPPO data, and was possible due to his high level of
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involvement with the HIPPO project. The AGU GIFT Workshop was presented to about 50 teachers, in hopes of
them sharing the information and knowledge with their students, and is a difficult metric to track. As more data
sets become available post-project, continual efforts will be made to encourge use by undergraduate and
graduate students.
7.02 EOL EDUCATION & OUTREACH STRATEGIC PLAN GOALS MET
Goal 1 :: Increase the understanding of and public appreciation for observational research in the atmospheric
sciences and its relevance to society
Goal 1 was clearly met by the shear numbers of people that were engaged both online and during outreach
events. The nature of this field campaign allowed for exciting and captivating online opportunities to engage the
public.
Goal 2 :: Broaden the use of EOL data and products by a wide audience of educational and research users
From the outreach perspective of the Public Information Program, there was not a broad use of data products
used, however the data sets have been widely used among the earth observing research community and by
university researchers and their students. While there were efforts to develop classroom activities for both
secondary and university levels, these activities were not widely used or distributed.
Goal 3 :: Establish EOL as a trusted source of education and outreach by offering relevant, accurate, accessible,
exciting, and rigorously evaluated opportunities for graduate and undergraduate students
The HIPPO outreach program established EOL as a trusted source of education and outreach materials by
offering a variety of opportunities to everyone, including graduate and undergraduate students.
Goal 4 :: Increase the diversity and broader participation in geoscience education and research
Outreach efforts were consciously developed with a broad audience in mind. For example, flight track videos
were created with simply showing the proposed track of each mission, which is easily understood by a young or
non-science audience. This type of material was developed to address a wide-range of learning styles, as well as
education levels with the idea that it would broaden interest in the geosciences.
Goal 5 :: Train and entrain new users to request Lower Atmospheric Observing Facilities (LAOF)
There were several young research scientists who worked closely with the Principal Invesigators, gaining
valuable experience on the intricacies of how field campaigns work. HIPPO was a very unique learning
opportunity for those early careers scientists due to the global multi-mission nature of this project. Participating
in and experiencing the project management, data collection, paper writing, and daily life of a field project of
this magnitude was a very powerful and effective way to train and entrain early career scientists.
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8.0 Appendix A
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